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Welcome!
Dear readers,
I am pleased to introduce the first newsletter of the newly established Embassy of Luxembourg
in Ankara. We will bring you information about political, economic and cultural developments in
Luxembourg. As the Foreign Minister of Luxembourg HE Mr. Jean Asselborn stated during the
opening ceremony of the Embassy on 29 November 2011, “We are present in Turkey because
it makes political and economic sense. I have long been convinced that Luxembourg could not
stay away from a country of the importance of Turkey, a candidate to EU, a leading political actor
and an economic powerhouse.”
Arlette Conzemius
Ambassador of Luxembourg to
Turkey

Luxembourg, as a founding member of the European Union, has always been committed to the
furthering of European integration. Turkey has a place in the European Union and we support
Turkey’s aspiration to become a full member.
Our trade and financial relations have a lot of growth potential. I would like to remind you that
Luxembourg has already been a steady source of foreign direct investment for Turkey. In the
first half of 2012, Luxembourg was the third major source country for FDI inflows with $ 676
million.

Opening of the Embassy of the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg in
Turkey

Being at the heart of Europe and an economically and politically stable country, Luxembourg is a
very attractive place for Turkish companies to settle in. Luxembourg proves to be a privileged
location for import and distribution of goods in the European Union. In other words, the
advantages we offer make Luxembourg a competitive logistics hub. That is why you will find a
special focus on logistics in our first newsletter. I am delighted to announce that a Turkish firm,
Mars Logistics, has already decided to seize the opportunities that Luxembourg offers. You will
find more details in this first issue. You will also be able to download our logistics brochure, which
gives you more information on the field.
In each newsletter, we will give you the most recent news about our bilateral relations and an
update on the upcoming events.
Enjoy our first newsletter!

Please visit our website at: http://ankara.mae.lu
Contact us at: Ankara.amb@mae.etat.lu
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SPECIAL FOCUS: LOGISTICS IN LUXEMBOURG
New combined shuttle train connects two continents
CFL cargo and CFL Multimodal, in cooperation with the Turkish company MARS Logistics, are
launching a combined shuttle train between Bettembourg (Luxembourg) and Trieste (Italy). These
trains transport goods that arrive from Turkey by sea and thus connect the European and Asian
continents. The first round-trip to Trieste was scheduled in mid-September.

With three round-trips per week, the train will transport mega-trailers with goods originating from
various inland locations in Turkey. After arriving in Trieste via ship from the Turkish ports of Istanbul,
Izmir and Mersin, the trailers continue via train and through the Bettembourg multimodal terminal
to various destinations in Luxembourg, Belgium, the Netherlands, the UK, France, Germany and
vice-versa. CFL Multimodal is the operator of the new shuttle train, while CFL cargo provides
haulage on the German and Luxembourgish segments of the route.
Read more…

Eurohub South: a new economic park dedicated to railway logistics
On 5 September 2012, the Minister of the Economy and Foreign Trade, Etienne Schneider, together
with local authorities, participated in the official ceremony for the launch of the infrastructure works
on the new Eurohub logistics park. Etienne Schneider announced that “today is an important step in
the redeployment of the Eurohub South activity zone into a dedicated logistics park”.
In order to facilitate the establishment of new logistics activities, the logistics action plan of the
Luxembourg government foresees to make land available to companies planning to implement a
value added logistics project.
Eurohub South will be an extended gateway to the main European sea ports. Indeed, Eurohub
South has a direct railway connection to the main European sea ports, a direct access to the major
highways and is next to the container terminal, the marshalling yard as well as the rail-motorway
terminal.

Logistics hub Luxembourg

Download a pdf.
brochure

Located in the heart of Europe, Luxembourg provides global companies with many strategic
advantages for conducting successful business in Europe. Indeed, with its open and export-driven
economy, Luxembourg is fully integrated into the EU common market, yet offers commercial
neutrality. Luxembourg is the ideal gateway to the European market with some 500 million
consumers. Over the last decade, Luxembourg has continuously improved its positioning as an
intercontinental logistics hub in Europe for contract, air- and rail freight- based, and logistic activities.
Today the objective for Luxembourg is to position itself within the international logistics sector,
focusing particularly on added value logistics activities.
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NEWS
Wedding of Crown Prince Guillaume and Countess Stéphanie

©Copyright Cour Grand-Ducale / C. Aschman

On 26 April 2012, the Grand Ducal Court announced the engagement of His Royal Highness Crown
Prince Guillaume of Luxembourg to Belgian Countess Stéphanie de Lannoy. Prince Guillaume, the
eldest son of the Grand Duke Henri, is the hereditary Grand Duke of Luxembourg. The civil wedding
will take place on 19 October 2012 at the Luxembourg City Hall. The religious ceremony will be
celebrated on 20 October 2012 at 11AM in the Cathedral Notre-Dame de Luxembourg. It will be
followed by a reception at the Grand Ducal Palace at 1PM.

Minister Schneider’s visit to Turkey
H.E. Mr. Etienne Schneider, Minister of the Economy and Foreign Trade of the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg visited the 81st Izmir International Fair. During his stay in Turkey on 2-3 September
2012, Minister Schneider and H.E. Mrs. Arlette Conzemius, Ambassador of the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg to Turkey, also visited Mr. Mehmet Şakir Örs, Deputy General Director of İZFAŞ and Mr.
Ekrem Demirtaş, President of Izmir Chamber of Commerce (İZTO). The visit was followed by a
luncheon bringing together prominent business people from Izmir.

The Financial Capital of the Eurozone
“Luxembourg is not just strong because of its investment fund industry, it has many pillars”, Luc
Frieden, Luxembourg’s Minister of Finance, said at the ALFI-NICSA conference in Luxembourg, where
750 delegates from the fund industry are registered. To Mr. Frieden, the European Stability
Mechanism (ESM, the new mechanism to stabilise the Eurozone) is the best proof that Luxembourg
has become the financial capital of the Eurozone. The ESM, which starts next month, has set up its
headquarters in the Grand Duchy.
Read more…
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FDI

Luxembourg is the 3rd major source country for FDI inflows to Turkey
According to the International Investors Association of Turkey (YASED), in the first half of 2012, FDI
inflows to Turkey amounted to $ 8.2 billion, corresponding to 21% increase compared to the same
period in 2011. Turkey is projected to attract $ 16-20 billion by the end of 2012, depending on the
developments and the risks in the global economic environment. Investments of companies founded
in the EU constitute the majority of the foreign direct investments to Turkey. Looking at the inflows by
regions in the first half, European countries accounted for 83.1% of the inflows and Asia and America
had 13.4% and 3.5% shares respectively. The major source countries for FDI inflows were the UK with
$ 2 billion (29.3%), Austria with $ 1.4 billion (20.8%) and Luxembourg with $ 676 million (10.1%).

Turkish Airlines will fly directly to Luxembourg
Turkish Airlines has decided to start operating scheduled flights to Luxembourg in 2013, for 3-4 times
per week. This direct flight connection between Istanbul and Luxembourg will be very beneficial to the
further development of economic and financial relations between Turkey and Luxembourg.

Cross-border distribution expected to grow despite challenges
According to the “Trends in Cross Border Distribution” unveiled on 18 September 2012 by the
Association of the Luxembourg Fund Industry (ALFI), although UCITS IV promised solutions for
streamlining cross-border distribution and facilitating scale, there are still a number of obstacles which
many fund managers have to overcome. However, despite the different challenges faced by large and
small asset managers, all expect cross border distribution to grow over the next few years.
Read more…

Dean Spielmann, judge from Luxembourg elected President of the European Court of Human Rights
On 17 September 2012, the European Court of Human Rights has elected Dean Spielmann
(Luxembourg) as its new President. He will take office on 1 November 2012. Dean Spielmann succeeds
Sir Nicolas Bratza (British), whose mandate will come to an end on 31 October 2012. Dean Spielmann
was born on 26 October 1962 in Luxembourg. He has been a judge at the European Court of Human
Rights since 24 June 2004 and Section President since 1 February 2011.
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CONSULAR AFFAIRS
Visas for residents in Turkey
Visas for residents in Turkey are currently issued by the Embassy of Luxembourg in Ankara, in
cooperation with the external service provider IKS located in Istanbul.
Applicants for a Schengen visa or residence permit in Luxembourg can directly contact the consular
offices in Ankara or IKS in Istanbul (Tel: 0212 340 56 52) in order to fix an appointment.
Details regarding the application procedures can be found at:
http://ankara.mae.lu/tr/VIZE-Konsolosluk-Hizmetleri/Tuerk-Vatandaslari-VIZE

New Honorary Consul in Antalya is appointed

Mr. Halit Bozabalı is appointed as the Honorary Consul of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg in Antalya
with jurisdiction over the provinces of Antalya, Burdur, Isparta and Konya. The official opening of the
Honorary Consulate will take place on 17 October 2012 in Antalya.
For more information about the new Honorary Consulate in Antalya, please visit:
http://ankara.mae.lu/en/Honorary-Consulates-of-the-Grand-Duchy-of-Luxembourg

CULTURE
Luxembourg contemporary art exhibition in Turkey
Tophane-i Amire Kültür ve Sanat Merkezi in Istanbul will host a selection of works of contemporary
Luxembourg artists on 5-28 October 2012. The selection reflects a great variety in terms of style in
painting, photograph and sculpture as well as a search for new ideas and different technics. The main
motivation of Ms. Günseli Toker, the curator, in organizing the exhibition is to improve the cultural links
between the two countries.
http://www.msgsu.edu.tr/msu/pages/tophane-i_amire_k_s_m.aspx
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FUTURE EVENTS
Match4Industry b2fair Matchmaking Event (15 & 16 October 2012, Kocaeli/Turkey)
The Enterprise Europe Network East Marmara of ABIGEM Doğu Marmara, in close collaboration with
Enterprise Europe Network Luxembourg next to the Chamber of Commerce of the Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg, many other Enterprise Europe Network partners and professional business support
organizations will organize for the first time the “Match4Industry” b2fair matchmaking event in the
TOSB Automotive Supplier Industrial Park on 15-16 October 2012 in Kocaeli, Turkey. As the name
indicates, this event will encompass a matchmaking event organized in the premises of an industrial
zone allowing companies to benefit from the perfect atmosphere for doing business.
The matchmaking event aims to realize around 1,200 bilateral meetings. Turkish companies operating
in automotive, plastics, metal, machinery, leather, IT, electronics and chemical industries will attend the
onsite event to meet with their European partners in order to develop commercial and technological
partnerships.
The Match4Industry event, that will take place over two days, will not only focus on business meetings
at b2fair matchmaking area but will also provide participants with an opportunity to book meetings,
visit the company sites and conduct benchmarking of the Turkish market.
For more information and registration, please visit:
http://www.b2faironline.com/match4industry2012/

ALFI Alternative Funds Conference Set for 20-21 November
The Association of the Luxembourg Fund Industry (ALFI) will hold its European Alternative Investment
Funds Conference on 20-21 November 2012 in Luxembourg. Program highlights include: the new
environment for alternative funds and its prospects; debt funds in the Shadow Banking context; the
new landscape after AIFMD Risk Management under the AIFMD. Workshops on real estate, private
equity and hedge funds are also on the program. For complete details, please visit:
http://www.alfi.lu/events/conferences/european-alternative-investment-funds-conference

LINKS: For more information on business and finance in Luxembourg, please visit:

